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Shatzel-Williams conversion eyed
By JIM SMITH
Staff Writer
The proposed conversion of
Shatzel and Williams Halls Into
dormitories remains In the planning stage today according to John
Lepp, coordinator of the programming committees on housing.
Lepp stressed there was no
definite word from the administration on conversion action.
"Many people feel that the administration Is trying to shove
this thing through," Lepp said.
"This Is not the case."
The general consensus yesterday of those faculty members with
offices In the two buildings, was
that the move would not be economical and would only leave them
In the cold.
Donald E. Shepardson, Instructor In history, was dismayed
by the prospect of losing his office space.
"If we Just get shuffled around,"
he complained, "we will lose the
opportunity to talk to the students."
He felt that the central locations
of the two Halls were an Ideal
meeting place.
Howard Kane, professor of accounting, voiced similar sentiments. He questioned the practicality of using the older buildings as residences and felt new
dormitories would be much more
practical.
James Stuart, Instructor In philosophy and R.C. Anderson, Instructor In political science expressed doubts that the students
would be happy living In the older
structures.
They felt that the
economic feasibility of the rennovatlon was also In doubt.
Two Individuals who would be
more than happy to sacrifice their
office space to the students were
Spence Myers and Phil Hahnert,
graduate assistants in quantitative analysis. Their quarters, located In Shatzel Hall were permeated by an unpleasant, unknown,
odor. They Joined the others In
questioning the practicality of the
move, however.
Lepp emphasized no definite

steps would be taken until the problem of office relocation was solved.
He said although there was no
definite plans, one possibility
would be to move the "refugees,"
into the offices of the College of
Business. Another possibility was
that only one of the buildings would
be converted with the other remaining available for offices.
Lepp said both dormitories
would be used as women's residence halls. He indicated this
would be because there are about
1000 more women on campus than
men. He recognized the problems
of cramped quarter's In the men's
dormitories and assured that It
was not being ignored. Although
plans for a high-rise dormitory
have recently been scratched, Lepp
said new residence halls were being planned and are only two years
away.
F. Eugene Beatty, chairman of
the Shatzel-Wllllams program
committee stated there was a distinct possibility that men would be
housed In one of the buildings.
He expressed hope this would alleviate the cramped quarters of
Itodgers and Founders.
In addition to the Shatzel-Wllllams study, program commlt(Contlnued on Page 7)

NEW DORM? William* Hall may be returned from its office building status to dormstatu*.
(Photo by Tim Culelc)
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SCI attempts to close 'participation gap'
By WALTER STARR
Staff Writer
Students for Campus Involvement, a group whose objective Is
to close the "participation gap"
on campus, held Its first organizational meeting Sunday
Jim Baker, senior in the College
of Education, acted as the spokesman at the meeting. He salu,
"Our goal Is to unify the student
body and urge them to get Involved,
not in national and international
problems, but the problems of this
university."
SCI is a young organization on
campus striving for more enrollment. "Our members consist of
students from all three colleges.
It has greeks and Independents,
graduate and under-graduate students, black and white students,
members of all classes, foreign
students, and members of all religions," said Baker.
Major goals of SCI are better
communication with the faculty and
administration and creating a better atmosphere for education in the
community of the University. According to Baker, "We are the link
between the 12,000 odd students
and the faculty. We can better
achieve our goals if we are unified and are able to communicate
with the members of the faculty."
The organization has run Into
some trouble, however, by being
confused with other campus organizations. Two of the members
were asked to leave Bromfleld Hall

while they were posting signs Inviting students to their meetings.
"They were told that they were
not allowed to post any subversive or communist literature on
the bulletin board," said Baker.
SCI Is a grass root organization
on this campus. They are not a

national group, nor are they affiliated with any other group on
this campus. They originated at
BG.
"We are going to draw up a
constitution and plan to get one
of the faculty members to be our
advisor so we will gain the rec-

ognition of the university," said
Baker, "We also hope to have
members of the faculty sit with
us at our meetings and become
part of our organization."
But perhaps the real Issue of
the group is to promote lnvolve(Contlnued on Page 9)

Sen. Thurmond here at 8 p.m.;
will discuss people and politics
South Carolina Senator Strom
Thurmond will speak about young
people and politics tonight at 8 in
the Grand Ballroom.
The Republican lawmaker has
been In politics since 1948 when
he was the States' Rights Party
candidate for president, which
came about after he and other
disgruntled southern delegates
walked out of the Democratic National Convention and formed a
third party. Mr. Thurmond, then
governor of South Carolina, polled
more than a million votes.
In 1954, he was elected to the
Senate as a write-in candidate and
won re-election In 1956 and 1960.
Dissatisfied with the Johnson administration In 1964, Sen. Thurmond left the Democratic party
to support Sen. Barry Goldwater
for the presidency.
Running In 1966 as a Republican, he was re-elected to his

congressional seat.
The 66 - year
old
senator
played a key role
In backing the
triumphant Nlxon-Agnew ticket
at the Republican
convention. He
is also credited
with delivering
South Carolina's
8 electoral votes
to the Nixon
camp in Tuesday's election.
Sen. Thur-,
mond served a]
major role lnl
blocking the ap-|
polntment of Abe
Thurmond
I-'ortas as Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court.
He serves on the Armed Services, Judiciary and Defense Apmwmmmmrnm-

proprlatlons Committee In the Senate.
The South Carolinian's appearance is part of the University's
"Youth and New Politics" series,
designed to expose and Integrate
students, through a number of nationally-known speakers, to politics in our government. The series
headed by chairman Irv Brandel
of the Student Activities Office,
has four speakers coming to the
campus first quarter.
The speakers Include John Gllligan, who came Oct. 24; Sen. Thurmond; Julian Bond, a Georgia state
legislator, Nov. 22, and Sen. George
McGovern, known for his brief
presidential fling last August,
Sen. Thurmond's talk, which Is
free and open to the public, will
be followed by a student-faculty
panel discussion, and an openfloor questioning period.

Oh you! BG bows to the Bobcats, 28-27!

Former University student
Charles A. T abasko, of Cleveland Heights, has
been charged by
C 1 e v e 1 and
Heights police ^^
with possession
of narcotics.
Tabasko was
arrested ThursV
day morning outside a Cleveland
Heights residence on a warrant Issued by Unlverslty Circle
police. The warrant was Issued
when Tabasko
Tabasko
failed to appear
In Court Oct. 28, on charges of
disorderly conduct.
The disorderly conduct charges
were filed Oct. 24 by University
Circle police when Tabasko was
arrested during an evening SOS
demonstration at Severance Hall.
His car was spotted Wednesday
evening In Cleveland Heights,
where he was arrested Thursday
morning by a combined law enforcement team. An undetermined
amount of marijuana was found in
the car.
His bond has been set at $1,000
on the narcotics charge, and he is
in Cuyahoga County Jail In lieu
of posting bond.
If bond Is posted on the narcotics charge In Cleveland, Tabasko
will be held for Wood County
authorities, where a writ has been
issued by Common Pleas Court
Judge Floyd A. Coller to have
Tabasko returned to the Ohio Reformatory at Mansfield, to begin
serving a 2-15 year sentence on a
narcotics conviction in Wood
County.
Tabasko was sentenced to Mansfield In December 1967 In Wood
County Common Pleas Court when
he was convicted of knowllngly
permitting the use of a house under his control for the use and
dispensing of narcotics.
His appeal to the Sixth District
Court was denied this summer and
an appeal to the Ohio Supreme
Court currently Is pending in Columbus.

See page 12 for details
(photo by Gregg Daniels)
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Feiffer-

editorial
Youth and politics
With Sen. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina speaking on
campus tonight, the program of Youth and the New Politics is
coming into focus and we like what we see.
The Thurmond program will include a press conference, a
half-hour speech, a hulf-hour forum, und a question and answer
session.
The forum will include a black student, an SDS member, a
member
of Young Americans for Freedom, a young Democrat, a
young Hepublican, und a faculty member.
Hy structuring the program in this way, students will be able
to participate through the question und answer period and the
forum-style debate.
Re think this is an excellent attempt at providing u meaningful educational opportunity for students and faculty alike. By
listening to Senator Thurmond, students may be able to gain un
understanding of the American political system which could be
just as relcvan t as any reading in a musty political science
textbook.
And this isn't all there is to the program of Youth and the
New politics. Julian Bond, the Georgia legislator who succeeded
• in unseating half of Gov. Lester Maddox's regular Georgia delegation at the Democratic convention, and George McGovern,
the Senator from South Dakota who ran for President as a peace
candidate, are also scheduled to make appearances this quarter.
This type of concerted and successful effort to bring speakers
to campus has never been done before at Bowling Green, and
we're sure the University community will profit from it.
The Youth and the New Politics organization is totally student run, and if their success thus far is any indication, it
proves that students can take responsibility und handle it well.

%

letters to the editor
Flasher problem
My compliments to the News
for Its Nov. 6 editorial on the
problem of flashers for railroad
crossings.
Both residents of the city and
students (Including myself) should
share the blame for the past and
future deaths that are accountable
to the lack of or poor lighting at

:

immmmmmmwim:<#!

Preparation for journalism
(Editor's note: Edgar Wilson Nye was born in
1850 and died in 1896. This is an article he wrote
about what it tokes to be a journalist. He is talking
about the proposed establishment of a journalism
school before one was ever started, and we hope it
sheds some light on the problems a young journalist
faces.)

look at the composing room and ask the editor to
explain the use of the 'hell box', he will not have to
blush and tell a gauzy He about its being a composing stick. Let the young journalist study the
mysteries of type setting, distributing, press work,
gailles, shooting sticks, type lice, and other mechanical Implements of the printer's department.
Five years should be spent in learning to properly read and correct proof, as well as how to mark
in on the margin like a Chinese map of the Gunnlson
country.
At least fifteen years should then be devoted to the
study of American politics and the whole civil service. This time could be extended five years with
great profit to the careful student who wishes, of
course, to know thoroughly the names and records
of aU public men, together with the relative political strength of each party.

By BILL NYE
American Humorist
Knowing a little of the Intricacies of this branch
of the profession, I am going to state fully my belief as to Its Importance, and the necessity for a
thorough training upon it. We meet almost everywhere newspaper men who are totally unfitted for
the high office of public educators through the allpowerful press. The woods is full of them. We know
that not one out of a thousand of those who are today
classed as journalists is fit for that position.
He should then take a medical course and learn how
I know that to be the case, because people tell to bind up contusions, apply arnica, court plasters or
me so. I cannot call to mind today, In all my wide bandages, plug up bullet holes and prospect through
journalistic acquaintance, a solitary man who has not the human system for buck shot. The reason of this
been pronounced an ass by one or more of my course, which should embrace five years of close
fellow-men.
This is Indeed a terrible state of study, is apparent to any thinking mind.
affairs.
Ten years should then be devoted to the study of
In many Instances these harsh criticisms are law. No thorough metropolitan editor wants to enter
made by those who do not know, without submitting upon his profession without knowing the difference
themselves to a tremendous mental strain, the unani- between a writ of mandamus and other styles of
mous damnation, but that makes no difference; the profanity. He should thoroughly understand the entire
true journalist should strive to please the masses. system of American jurisprudence, and be as faHe should make his whole life a study of human na- miliar with the more recent decisions of the courts
ture and an earnest effort to serve the great reading as New York people are with the semi-annual letter
world collectively and Individually.
of Governor Seymour declining the Presidency.
This requires a man, of course, with similar
characteristics and the same general information
He will now enter upon a theological course of ten
possessed by the Almighty, but who would be willing years. He can write a telling editorial on the great
to work at a much more moderate salary.
question of What We Shall Do To Be Saved without
The reader will Instantly see how difficult it Is mixing up Calvin and Tom Paine with Judas Iscarlot
to obtain this class of men. Outside of the mental and Ben Butler.
giant who writes these lines and two or three others,
The closing ten years of the regular course might
perhaps
.
be profitably used In learning a practical knowledge
But never mind. I leave a grateful world to say of cutting cord wood, baking beans, making shirts,
that, while I map out a plan for the ambitious young lecturing, turning double handsprings, preaching the
Journalist who might be entering upon the broad gospel, learning how to make a good adhesive paste
arena of newspaperdom, and preparing himself at a that will not sour in hot weather, learning the art
regularly established school for that purpose.
of scissors grinding, punctuation, capitalization, proLet the first two years be devoted to meditation sody, plain sewing, music, dancing, sculpting, etiand prayer. This will prepare the young editor for quette, how to win the affection of the opposite sex,
the surprise and consequent profanity which in a few the ten commandments, every man his own teacher
years he may experience when he finds in his boss's on the violin, croquet, rules of the prize ring, parlor
editorial that God Is spelled with a little g, and the magic, civil engineering, decorative art, calsomlnlng,
peroration of the article has been taken out and care- bicycling, baseball, hydraulics, botany, poker, calisfully locked up between a death notice and the an- thenics, high-low jack, International law, faro, rhenouncement of the birth of a cross-eyed Infant. toric, fifteen ball pool, drawing and painting, mule
The ensuing five years should be spent In becom- ■* skinning, vocal music, horsemanship, plastering, bull
ing familiar with the surprising and mlrth-provoklng whacking, etc., etc., etc.
orthography of the English language.
At the age of 95 the student will have lost that wild,
Then would follow three years devoted to prac- reckless and impulsive style so common among youngtice with dumb bells, sandbags and sling shots, in er and less experienced journalists. He will emerge
order to become an athlete. I have found In my own from the school with a light heart and a knowledgejournalistic history more cause for regreat over box loaded up to the muzzle with the most useful
my neglect of this branch than any other. I am a Information.
pretty good runner, but aside from that I regret to'
The hey day and springtime of life will, of course,
say that as an athlete I am not a dazzling success. be past, but the graduate will have nothlngTo worry
The above course of Intermediate training would him any more, except the horrible question which Is
fit the student to enter upon the regular curriculum. ever rising up before the Journalist, as to whether
Then set aside ten years for learning the typo- he shall put his money Into government four per cents
graphical art perfectly so that when visitors wish to or purchase real estate in some growing town.

these crossings.
Both residents and students
should also share the responsibility for having the situation corrected as fast as Is humanly possible.
The News spoke out quickly and
strongly, whereas the Bowling
Green city newspaper has apparently regarded the deaths as mere
obituaries that need no further
comment.
Mayor F. Gus Sklbble of Bowling
Green took fast and proper action.
But he is only one person and
needs the help of others in the
community.
I will do everything that Is within my power in support of the
mayor's action and in the hope that
no more lives will be lost
Let us not wait for another
tragedy to come to another family. I know now that it does not
always happen to the other guy.
David C. Miller
KEY Editor

Tryouts where?
For several days now, there
have been mimeographed sheets
posted announcing the tryout dates
for the up-coming bill of one-act
plays.
The Information was as follows:
TRYOUTS, "The Lesson" by Ionesco, "Over Ruled" byG.B. Shaw
and another one to be announced,
7:00-11:00 p.m., Monday-Nov. 4,
400 Mosley, Tuesday-Nov. 5, 403
Mosley.
On November 5th, I waited In
403 Mosley until 8 that evening
with three other people, obviously
hoping to try out for the plays.
When no one other than ourselves
showed up, we began to look elsewhere thinking they had moved to
another room.
We finally found cast lists for
the plays posted on the third floor
bulletin board of South Hail-that
same evening.
I think it would seem clear at
this point, that we feel rather resentful in discovering the play
castings had been made, when according to the information given,

tryouts were not even formally
closed.
If there has been a misprint or
rather a mis-statement, then we
cannot logically conclude how it
escaped the attention of those Involved, when these sheets were to
be found posted throughout South
Hall.
At this point we can only thank
the Speech Department or those in
the Speech Department that are
Involved with the one-acts, for
giving us the opportunity of not
trying out at all I
Jim Cowan
715 Sand Ridge

School spirit
Your two articles on school
spirit (Nov. 7) disgusted me. What
ever happened to your promise to
avoid "trite" high school attempts
at promoting school spirit?
Personally, I hope school spirit
dies, along with varsity football.
Then perhaps the $200,000 lost
annually on this sport could be
used for better purposes.
After football Is outlawed, our
new stadium (of which we are very
proud) could provide more Interesting spectacles. Perhaps we
could pit lions against Christian
ministers who believe that I should
fight in Vietnam. That's another
story, however.
The death of football Is only
a distant dream, I realize. I am
sure that a grand coalition of
coaches and cheerleader swill save
us from this curse of "sophistication." With the help of the
BG News, I am sure that Bowling
Green students "got high" for
the OU game.
Bowling Green will still be a
lousy school, of course. I mean,
our students will remain ignorant
hicks, our administrators incompetent bureaucrats. But, damn,
will we have school spirit!
I await eagerly your ln-depth
analysis of this year's Mud Tug.
Michael Saba
304 E. Court
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-■ Newsline -

Debaters have a 'highland fling'

Starting with today's Issue, Newsline will again appear as a
regular feature of the BG News.
All questions should be addressed to the BG News Office 106
University Hall.
** »
Dear Newsline,
How come all the new buildings that were started aren't finished yet?
M.D.M.
Due to a 12-week strike, all building activity on the campus
was halted. Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vice president, reports the
new completion schedule Is as follows: Psychology Bldg. April
15, 1969; Renovation of the Mid-Am Room - Feb. 1, 1969; Renovation of Bookstore In Union for lounge and office space - March
1. 1969.

Where do I go for liquid refreshment In Toledo?

B.S.

Just In case you can't make It all the way to Toledo before you
dry up, you can stop at the Tap Room In Maumee to refuel.
If you're over 21 ther e Is Bennle's South at Dorr and Byrne,
Nike's Speakeasy west on Monroe Street and the Carousel Club
on W. Central at Douglas.
If you're under 21, you can try Bennle's Bull Fiddle on Sylvanla at Monroe St., the Fa-Ba on Secor between Sylvanla and
Monroe, The Dorm at Dorr and N. Westwood, the Collegiate
Bier Stube or the Tabard at Dorr and Secor, The Stein and Pitcher on Bancroft next to TU, the Keg In the Miracle Mile Shopping
Center, the Pizza Hut on Laskey Road across from the Miracle
Mile, and Leroy's In the south end.
Downtown pick any corner.

Why Is It that the parking services people write out tickets
without being sure the car Is overparked?
I have often taken my car somewhere and returned and gotten
the same parking place (many times the only one). I have seen
parking service people write out tickets just because they see
the same car In the same space and It Is not necessarily overparked.
M.A.J.
The News called the parking service and tried to find an answer
to your problem.
"The question seems very ambiguous," said H.C. Parker,
acting director of parking services. "We can't remember every
car In the lots all day. We are not intentionally picking on any
certain car to ticket. We just get the cars that are violating
the parking rules. If a car Is In the wrong lot we give them a
ticket."
t „ „
Questions may be phoned in to the News office or may be submitted by
mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall and can be reached on
either extension 3344 ot 3383. Student name and address must be included
with all questions, but only initials will be used.

Campus calendar
PSYCHOLOGY
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS
Who want to know their advisors are asked to please call the
psychology department, Ext. 2424.
VETERANS CLUB
Will meet today at 4 p.m. In
the Perry Room of the University
Union.
GROWTH ROOM
Will meet in 320 Student Services Bldg. between 1 and 5 p.m.
today for all students desiring
to express and expand his thoughts
with others.
KEY STAFF
Will meet In 310 Student Services
Bldg. tomorrow at 4 p.m. All staff
writers are strongly urged to attend.

STUDENT COUNCIL
Will sponsor an open forum on
"Law and Order," today between
3 and 5 p.m. at the Student Services Bldg.
FOLK CLUB
Will meet tonight In 112 Life
Science Bldg. at 7:30. Bring guitars.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB
Will hold a student-faculty reception between 7 and 9 p.m. In the Curling Lounge of the Ice Arena.
SIGMA ALPHA ETA
Will meet tonight at 7 In 111
South Hall.
ADVISEES OF
DR. MALCOLM CAMPBELL
There will be a meeting In 217
Education Bldg. tonight at 7.

Much good-humored bantering
back and forth, something not found
in American debating, was featured In Thursday night's debate
between the Bowling Green debating team and two championship
debaters from Scotland.
Bowling Green was represented
by Robert Mlchalskl and Charles
Collins, both juniors In the College
of Education. Victor MacColl and
James Hutchlnson represented the
University of Strathclyde of Glas-

Study trip to
Germany set
Candidates for the German - American Exchange Scholarship Progra m are now being considered
for the 1969-1970 academic year.
As in the past four years, two University students will be accepted to
study In one of the major universities of Germany during the coming academic year In return for two
German counterpart students who
will study here.
Tuition and fee waivers, plus an
allowance of 350 Deutachmarks
($87.50) per month for ten months,
will be given to each of the University students. Reciprocal scholarships are awarded the German
students.
Students who would like to be
considered as candidates must presently be classified as sophomores
and have less than senior status
by September, 1969. Also required
1 s a minimum 3.0 GPA and sufficient workable knowledge of the
German language to assure their
ability to compete lna German University. In a program of studies.
Interested students should turn
In the following Information to the
Office of International Programs,
the International Center. Deadline
for application Is December 1.
1. A complete transcript of work
completed through the 1968 Summer session.
2. A letter of recommendation
from the student's academic advisor relating to the student's quality of work done in this quarter.
3. A statement, no longer than
three typed pages, stating the applicant's reasons for desiring the
experience of study In Germany, and
an outline of present career plans.
4. A recent photo.

gow, Scotland.
The audience In the Grand Ballroom was treated to the English
style of debating on the topic "Resolved: That Honesty and Politics
are Incompatible."
In taking the affirmative of the
argument, MacColl and Hutchison
heaped mjch good-humored sarcasm on American politics.
In establishing a point, Hutchison remarked In his heavy Scottish accent, "Humphrey couldn't
tell us that he was going to lose
California or Illinois on the eve
of the election. He had to say that
he believed he'd win then, whether
he did or not
"And if Cook County had waited
another two days, he might have."
Although not used to his type
of debating, the University's debating team loosened up and joined
In. Once, when MacColl was emphasizing apartlcularly strong
point, Mlchalskl opened a "Playboy" magazine and began reading
it
"It was fun. I think that there
were some points scored on both
team3. In no way was this Intended
to be a hard-nosed tournament de-

bate. It was basically for entertainment," said Dan Millar, debating coach. "We wanted our people
to mee t debators from another
country."
The two Scotsmen won the British National Debate Championship
In June, and are on a circuit tour
of the United States. They have
visited 17 universities in New England and the Mid-West
About the tour, MacColl said,
"A lot of the debate teams we
meet don't know what to expect
with us. We have a different style.
"If we are being a bit flippant,
some schools, especially the smaller ones, don't know what to make
of It Now, tonight was fine. It
was fun."
Collins, varsity debater for
Bowling Green, liked the English
style.
"Pd much rather debate their
style than ours. Their debate Is
much less-formalized and loose.
It Involves a mixing of personalities as well as logical arguments, and Is much more of a
challenge.
"These guys are sharp," he
added.

PIKES SAY - THANKS

DELTA ZETA PLEDGES
AND
PALLBEARERS
You Can Really Do A Job

TEKE Pledges say:

OUR
ACTIVES
ARE
TOPS!

m

Defense
loan
interviews

DANCING DAISIES P0P-0P
ON PERMANENT PRESS
FLANNELETTE BY

Exit Interviews will be held |
I for borrowers graduating or 1
terminating their studies at 1
Bowling Green as of the end 1
of the first quarter.
Interviews will be held on
the dates of November 20th, 1
21st, and 22nd.
Report to the Student Flnan-1
clal Aid Office, 305 Student
Services Bldg. to sign up on a |
time schedule.

ocJvuuvlt

PANEL DISCUSSION
SPONSORED BY UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

FRESHMEN & THE GREEK SYSTEM
Teesday, November 12,1968 8:30 PM
Rodgers Quadrangle, Mail Lounge

Hear both points of view.
Three Greeks and three Independents
form a panel to answer your questions.
Carol Niewiadomski
Tien Smith
Tom Temple

Aaa Tyt
Greg Decrane
Lyle Greenfield

UAA - A THINKING ORGANIZATION FOR A GROWING UNIVERSITY"

SHIFT
$7.00

THE POWDER PUFF
525 RIDGE ST.
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classifieds
FOR SALE
'63 Impala Super Sport 327 engine,
good cond. $675. Ph. 352-5011.
'68
'67
'64
'63

Bel-Air 4-D Sedan
Caprice Coupe
Impala Sports Soupe
Chevy Pick-Up

Dickey's Cheverolet
Weston, Ohio
Open Mon.-Wed.-Frl. Till 9.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday

racing & street. $950. 354-0674
between 6-7 p.m. weekdays. Dave
Kurwek.

1962 Pontlac 2-D Hardtop 380 engine with 4-spd. Trans. Excellent
cond.
Perfect for commuting.
Call Sam at 352-5648.

'63 Selmsr Bundy Clarinet. Apprased-$60. Karen 23 West, ext.
3021.

~6~8~ Honda" 450, set up tor road

1961 Corvette exceUent cond., Both-

tops, mags, 283 Cu. In. 23shp.
Call 354-3413 after 5:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
Girl wishes to share Apt. 2nd
and 3rd quarters. Contact NancL
121 East. ext. 2701.

carpeted, air - cond., swimming
pool and cable TV. Rentals from
$135 Include all utilities except
electricity.
OPEN 7 DAYS A
WEEK, 10 a.m. TO 8 p.m. FOR
INFORMATION, CALL 352-5088,
Dates and springer. Inc.,
MANAGERS.
LOST AND FOUND

STADIUM VIEW APTS, CLOUGH
ST. EXTENSION, OPPOSITE BG
STADIUM, BG'S FINEST NEW ADULT/FAMILY APT. COMMUNITY.
Exceptionally large 1-2-3
bedroom suites, 11/2-2 baths, fully

LOST:
1966 Class rlng-GoldSandusky High. Initials D.W.K.
Contact Dong Foster, 326 Conklin.
(Continued on Page 9)

We're looking for
real people.
Not 9-to-5 mannequins. We want self-starters. Imaginative types. Ambitious types. Real people with
backgrounds in business administration, finance,
economics, accounting—people working toward a
master's or bachelor's degree. People who'd be
excited to start out in one of the most progressive financial institutions in the Midwest. That's

what we are. A bank; A big one. And growing all
the time. We're first, time and again, with better
services for the people of Detroit. We're innovators.
And we're looking for more. If you'd be interested in
working with people who have no interest in putting
you in a rut, make an appointment to meet with our
representative through your placement counselor.
He'll be on campus November 19,1968

BANK OF THE COMMONWEALTH

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

w
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Dirty Dozen' doomed

Crooks' arrest near
Security Investigators were reported closing In today on tour
students believed responsible for
the grand larceny of 13,000 copies of the BG News, Thursday.
Oct. 31.
*
'
Lead have continually brought
police back to one residence hall
on campus, and although police
refuse detailed comment, It Is
believed arrests are Imminent.
With the aid of several eyewitnesses to the daylight robbery,
police are armed with what they
have termed "accurate" descriptions of several members of the
band, and th e vehicle believed
used to haul the stolen papers to
an area eight miles from campus
where they were dumped In a
drainage ditch.
Auto license registration checks
have been made by campus police
through University, city and highway patrol sources since the crime
in an attempt to locate the vehicle.
The car is believed to be an
early 1960, copper-colored Mercury Comet.
Rumors unconfirmed through the
chief of security here, Indicate po-

lice have already traced the car
to a student known to live In the
same residence hall which was under surveillance as the dormitory
of the thieves.
BG-News Editor. Thomas D. I line
today again repeated his sentiment
that those responsible for the theft
be prosecuted. As the theft Included property In excess of $60,
the crime is categorized as grand
larceny, and carries with it a oneto- seven-year sentence, according
to the office of Donald Simmons,
county prosecutor.
To avoid the thieves being processed through Student Court, and
possibly being given only token
sentences, the BG News has contacted both the city and county
prosecutors' offices in hopes of

Soviets launch spacecraft

Police here have discounted the
possiblillty of making a "deal"
with the thieves. Officers, however, have let it be known that
prosecution may go easier on the
members responsible if police received voluntary confessions.

MOSCOW - A new unmanned Soviet spaceship was on Its way to the
moon yesterday. An announcement about Aond 6 said only that It
would "conduct sctoitific explorations along the route of the flight
and In near-lunar spaire" and test unidentified "system and units"
aboard It.

Red 'experts' in Tanzania

One member of Campus Security
has been assigned to the theft case
on a regular basis, according to
Asst. Chief Robert Achtermann.
He Is Cpl. Roger L. Swope, a graduate of the Bureau of Criminal
Investigation, London, ()., and can
be reached at University Police
headquarters by anyone with additional Information.

DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania - Tanzanians a. beginning to wonder
how many Red Chines "rail experts" it will take to survey the 1,000
mile route for its railroad.
So far more than 600 have arrived for a preliminary engineering
survey. If they are what they claim to be, each mm will havt less than
two miles to survey, making the Tan-Zam line the most heavily surveyed railroad In the world.
■*

J.E. Ray gets new attorney

Abstract student films
presented by UAO Sunday

Center cutoff set
The deadline tor winter quarter
entrance applications to one of
Bowling Green's academic centers
or the Flrelands branch is Friday, Dec. 6.
The early application date—a
month prior to the beginning of
winter quarter classes on Monday, Jan. 6, 1969—will assure
time for credentials and records
to be processed In the University's admission office, Dr. Ralph
H. Geer, director of off-campus
programs, said.
Pre-registration will take place
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m., Monday,
Nov. 11, in Fostorla; Wednesday,
Nov. 13, In Bryan; Thursday, Nov.
14, in Fremont and from 5 to 7:30
p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 12, at Firelands.
Final registration will be conducted for the Fostorla Academic
Center from 4 to 6 p.m., Monday,
Dec. 16, In Fostorla High School;
Flrelands Campus from 3:30 to
7 p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 17; Bryan
Academic Center from 4 to 6p.m.,
Wednesday, Dec. 18, In Bryan
High School and Fremont Academic Center from 4 to 6 p.m.,
Thursday, Dec. 19, in Fremont
Ross High School.

from the Associated Press

arousing their Interest in the case
where they might Intercede upon
charges being filed.

By TOM HONSA
Staff Writer
Abstract films projected onto
screens, human bodies and a flag
were featured Sunday as a selected
group of student-produced films
were presented by the Union Activities Office.

coming to see the films, which
filled the Dogwood Suite, saying,
"It shows that there is Interest
in a cinematography course. We
would like a film-maker in residence, such as Manupelll to become part of the staff."

The films were the results of
experimentations in the conception
and presentation of films as taught
in a 5-week course this summer
by Dr. George Manupelll, a leading Innovator of the Underground
Film Movement Dr. Manupelll
was also a leader in the development of light shows and was
an organizer of the Ann Arbor
Film Festival, the largest festival
of its kind in the country.

Mary DaPogny, another film producer, expressed hope that the university would one day subsidize
student films, enabling students to
change formats from 8 and Super-8 millimeter films to the more
professional 16 mm type, allowing
them to enter their films In such
film festivals such as that at Ann
Arbor, Michigan. She was enthusiastic about the opportunities of
self-expression made possible by
such films, adding that "It involves everyone around you In art."

Under his Instruction, a group
of about 25 students from Bowling
Green and other schools planned,
filmed and edited their owm Alms.
Subjects of the films varied greatly,
with titles ranging from "Water"
and "Motion" to "Freak Out and
Seduction" and "Body Film." The
first two films were experiments
In a single impression, while "Body
Film" was a short film that was
projected onto various areas of a
girls' body, providing unique variations In surface texture and form.
Alice Ramlerez, an art senior
and one of the featured film-makers
was pleased at the size of the crowd

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Percy Foreman, a Texas lawer, has taken over
the defense of James Earl Ray, Ray Is charged in the slaying of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
The surprise switch in attorneys was announced last Sunday, Just
36 hours before Ray was to go on trial on a first-degree murder charge,
arthur J. Hanes, who has defended Ray since Ray's apprehension in
London, June 8, said he hadn't known of the move until less than two
hours before It was announced.
Foreman said he would go into court Tuesday morning, at the time
Ray was to have stood trial, and ask for a continuance. The court was
expected to grant the motion, and the trial probably won't be held until January.

Elkhart Community Schools
Elkhart, Indiana
On Indiana Toll Road
130 miles west of Toledo
•
COMPETITIVE SALARY SCHEDULES

Tuesday Evening, November 19
Wednesday Evening, November 20

VOC. REHAB. TO RECRUIT
On Nov. 19 representatives from the State of Michigan's Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation will be on campus recruiting interested students
who wish to pursue a professional career in the field of rehabilitation counseling.
We are interested in talking to B.A., B.S., and M.A. candidates from any
of the following areas: Voc. Rehab., Psychology, Special Education, Vocational Guidance, Physical Therapy, Speech Therapy, Counseling, Social
Work, Occupational Therapy.
These positions include excellent starting salaries, graduate training
opportunities, paid vacation and sick leave, life and health insurance, longevity pay, and a retirement plan.
All interested students should make arrangements to visit with us through
your placement office.

THE WICKES CORPORATION
DIVERSIFICATION. GROWTH AND PROFIT
ABILITY IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
CORPORATION'S EIGHT DIVISIONS:
* WICKES LUMBER & BUILDING SUP
PLY CENTERS (WORLD'S LARGEST)
* WICKES MARINE TERMINAL
COMPANY
*
*
*
*
*

If you're *
Gradual* looking lor I
challenging position
■th a Company thai |
ha* job* to IUII your 1*1enu end inclinations , . .
Wo have financially rewarding and prolossionally lain
lying careers in:
• ACCOUHTINQ

• AU0ITIN0
e MERCHANDISING
MICHIGAN BEAN COMPANY
• OPERATIONS
College training may be in any I
SAGINAW GRAIN COMPANY
of th* following areas: education. [
business administralion or liberal arts
WICKES MACHINE TOOL
Wo offer TOP SALARY. • chance to I
contribute right from th* start, si rue
KUX MACHINE
turod on the lob management training
programs, plus outstanding benefits inTHE UNITED STATES
cluding Profit Sharing. Hospiteluation
and Lit* Insurance.

GRAPHITE
COMPANY

* COMPANIA
MINERA OE
SAN JOSE

If you are • Graduate with an ay* for th* j
futur*. Wickes is th* place to atari. W*'d like
to tall you more about our Company, about
• growth and about th* opportunities w* can |
offer you. Coma-in. see our Management Do
•elopment Representative at

the University Placement Service on I
Thursday, November 14, 1968 or Bend I
your reaume to Mr. L. E. Clancy, Wiclceal
Corporation Main Office Building, 515 1
N. Washington Avenue, Saginaw, Mich.

WICKES)

WE ARE AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.

[■^

dial

I>«8ll
Dog Food

dial

A

s //////////'*>
f///>

Magic
Spny Si/im

TREET
and other
Canned Meats

ARMOUR-DIAUNC.
Floor Care

thiflofl
APPIAN WAY
PIZZA

. . and
others

Armour-Dial, Inc. will be interviewing applicants for
Sales-Marketing positions leading to Management
opportunities. We will be on your campus Nov. 19. -•
Armour-Dial, Inc. is a recently formed company combining Armour Grocery Products Company and
Armour Pharmaceutical Company. Exceptional growth
in the Branded Consumer Products Division creates
many opportunities for qualified applicants in Sales
and Marketing. Your advancement with Armour-Dial,
Inc. will be dependent upon how well you demonstrate your capabilities and potential in your starting
assignment in our field Sales organization.
Contact the Placement Office to make your appointment with Armour-Dial, Inc. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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Student Council notes
Any student, professor, or group of Individuals Interested In
bringing noted speakers to Bowling Green, please leave your
name and address, and that of the speaker with ACTK3N LINE.
Student Council Is attempting to bring any, and all, relevant
contemporary spokesmen to Bowling Green. We are willing to work
with the students and professors In achieving this goal.
If any student is given a 'campus,' he must have due process
of law (refer to the "Declaration of Specific Student Rights").
Student Council can Insure a fair and Judicious process. If you
are given a 'campus,' without reference to any Judicial board
or with no knowledge of your rights, please contact ACTIOV."
LINE.
Thursday Student Council will consider four bills. Th<i first Is
an amendment concerning the power of the Judicial system. The
resolutions concern extending the hours of the Graduate Center
for studying, creating a committee to study Student Incidental
Fees, and Incidental Fees, and establishing a Selective Service
Counseling Commission.
—Nick Llcate

PORTAGE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Minister reacts to dissent
By 50B FISCHER
Staff Writer
"Becaivse I am a member of a
minority group I see the law In
a different light. I have felt the
brunt of It"
These are the words of Rev.
Henry Elland, a Negro minister.
Rev. Elland spoke at the UCF
center Sunday night on "Law and
the Dlsadvantaged," the second
of three programs dealing with
dissent and civil disobedience.
Rev. Elland Is currently pastor
of the Grace Presbyterian Church
in Toledo. He was born In Loulsbille, Miss, and attended Jackson
State University. Upon his grad-

Heim's dual role.,
designer, humorist

(Kalamazoo County, Michigan)
Interview appointments available the evening of
November 18 and all day November 19.
Openings expected in me following areas:

All elementary grades K-6
Secondary-English, English-Social
Studies combination, Moth,
Science, Spanish,
Industrial Arts
Special Education-All areas
Starting Salaries:
B.A. - $6,500 - $10,660
M.A. - $7,000 - $12,570

By SALLY REECE
Staff Writer
Humor appeared to be the second occupation of David Helm,
interior designer from Dayton, as
he addressed the Home Economics
Club on Thursday.
Helm explained that Interior designing is a young business. It
was started on the social basis,
when the wealthy began to decorate their own homes. Others In
the community began hiring such
wealthy women to other homes.
The designing business evolved
from that.
An Interior designer does not
have to be licensed. Helm hopes
that this will soon change and a
board exam will be required. He
stated that theirs is a complex business and they consider themselves
professional people.
"Taste is relevant," explained
Helm. "People are born with an
Innate sense of quality. The whole
merchandise philosophy in retail
business is directed toward impulse buyers. I think this Is bad."

• •••
in all career fields at The Travelers ...
where our business is helping families and
••••••
• •••
businesses to financial stability...
through financial and insurance
••*»*•*•
protection.
••••*•••

if

William J. Kelley, C.L.U.
will be on campus
November 18, 1968

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

THE

TRAVELERS COMPANIES
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

An Equal Opportunity Employer M4F

Strides have been made, but the
buyers still set the trends, Hundreds of millions of dollars worth
of furniture Is purchased on impulse.
Helm believes that an interior
designer should be able to help a
person develop his personality into
what he wants. He advised listening
to decorators and not buying furniture with the Idea of passing It on
to another generation.
The trend now is "mix," which
means having several pieces of
furniture of different styles and
eras in one room. This Is difficult and there Is much to consider when doing aroomln"mlx."
according to Helm.
The furniture Industry as Helm
sees It is directed toward the
"U-25" group." The U-25 means
under 25 years old. It Is Important
to do a great deal of research and
studying before the young people,
or any one else, decide to buy
furniture.
Helm showed fabric samples
and various ways to combine them
for effective room combinations.
He named three things that people
must be aware of and not "afraid
of" when decorating. Color, texture, and co-ordination are the
Important things to consider. A
simple way to develop a color
scheme is to choose a fabric with
a multiple color scheme and work
out a design to go with it.

UAA plans
next projects

SENIORS...
FIND OUT
WHAT'S
HAPPENING
See your Placement Director today and
sign up to meet our College Relations Officer.
And be sure to pick up a copy of
"Success Story," The Travelers new
career guide, from your Placement Officer.

uation from Jackson State he was
drafted Into th e armed forces.
After serving two years In the
Army he enrolled In the ministerial school of Johnson C. Smith University located In Charlotte, North
Carolina.
He described the minorities feeling towards the law as being a
feeling of exclusion from the law.
He said, "minorities have not historically felt that they figure In on
the law. They feel out of It not
having been In on the making of
It. So when it comes to the enforcement of the law they feel
that that also doesn't apply to them
since they have had no real part

• ••••
• ••••
• ••••
• ••••
• ••••
•••••
•••••
• ••••
• ••••
• ••••
•
•
••
•
••
•
••
••

The third Undergraduate Alumni
Association, U.A.A., meeting was
called to order at 7:10 p.m., Monday, Nov. 4, in 115 Education Bldg.
Ken Mack, president of U.A.A.,
outlined the projects U.A.A. will
attempt this year as well as a
general overview.
Wes Bowman, a member of
U.A.A., explained the symposium
they are sponsoring at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday In the main lounge of
Rogers Quadrangle. The topic for
discussion will be "Freshmen and
the Greek System."
On Nov. 15, Friday night, U.A.A.
members will be attending an Alumni Dinner Party.
The next meeting will be at 7 p.m.
Nov. 18 at the Alumni House. Dr.
James Gulnan, assistant professor
of psychiatry at the Counseling
Center will be featured as the
guest speaker at this meeting.
Thought
"Anyone who expects to do
good must not expect people
to roll stones out of his way
bur must accept his lot calmly, even If they roll a few more
Into It"
Albert Schweitzer

In the amklng of the law."
In reviewing the past campaign
Reverand Elland saw the strong
emphasis it gave to law and order as being a reaction to the status quo. He used the example of
a man who has lived in the slims
all his life and then one day says
to himself, "No I'm not going to
do this no more." That man will
use any means to get out and that
could very easily result In a riot.
Through the course of the discussion many of the laws Inequities
were made known. Perhaps one of
the more prominent and yet probably one of the most Ignored is that
the poor are less likely to receive justice In the courts of this
land than are the rich. This is
historically true and it Is true today. There are many reasons for
ths. The rich can afford the expensive lawyer which the poor person can't. The court usually takes
a more favorable attitude toward
the wealthy.
When asked why the people riot
Rev. Elland answered simply that
people riot In reactio to laws
which treat them unjustly and In
reaction to a way of life that Isn't
fit for a rat. The use of violence
was looked upon, by Rev. Elland,
as being an alternative but not
necessarily the most practical alternative.

0U migration
brings vandalism
By JIM MARINO
Staff Writer
It was "Migration Weekend"
for OU students this past weekend, but in Its wake the next
several weeks may be "Cleanup Weekend" for Bowling Green.
All the mischief which occurred
uptown and on campus can't be
traced to OU kids, but It's a
clnch University students couldn't
have done it all by themselves,
either.
The tally sheet read something
like this:
Grand Larceny: the University
Seal from the main lounge of McDonald North was stolen, valued
at $300. Culprits unknown.
Grand Larceny: reverberators,
microphones and sound equipment
was stolen from the Rathskellar,
valued at $74. Culprits unknown.
Grand Larceny: hubcaps taken
from a BGSU student's car parked
In Lot 1. Culprits unknown.
Malicious Destruction: the convertible top of a BGSU student's
car was sliced, valued at $70.
Culprits unknown.
Larceny: the construction sheds
of the J.F. Blvel Co., contractors
of the new Psychology Building,
were broken into. Undetermined
amount of material stolen, culprits unknown.
Malicious Destruction: the
northeast door windows of Hayes
Hall were broken. Value undetermined, culprits unknown.
Malicious Destruction: the third
floor window of a Conklln Hall room
was broken by a brick believed
thrown from atop a neighboring
fraternity house, police reported.
Value undetermined, culprits unknown.
Assault and Battery: two students were fighting in HarshmanBromfleld, one filed charges agalnst the other; charges were
dropped early today.
Obscene Language:
was reported written on the Universityowned Maple Street Warehouse,
downtown. Culprits unknown.
Finally, an OU rented truck
with anti-BGSU signs plastered
all over ltwas reported ransacked,
according to University police,
lgnitloni wires and the distributor were reported stolen, and the
van had three flats. Someone want
to take a guess at the culprits?

EDUCATION MAJORS
The Flint Community Schools will interview
prospective teachers on campus from 6-8 p.m.
on Monday, November 18, and all day Nov. 19.
. Minimum starting salary $6,900
. Attractive fringe benefits
. Five universities nearby
Contact the office of Career Planning
and Placement to arrange an interview.
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planning
, lacpment
lervice

November 18
Waterford Township School District, Michigan; Corunna Public
Schools, Michigan (evening also);
Portage Public Schools, Michigan
(evening only); Oxnard Elementary
Schools, California; Warren Consolidated Schools, Michigan (evening also); Mt. Clemens Community
School District, Michigan; School
District of the City of Coldwater,
Michigan (evening also); Owosso
Public Schools, Michigan (evening
also); Flint Community Schools,
Michigan (evening only); Loraln
County Schools, Ohio (evening also); North
Rldgevllle Schools,
Ohio.
November 19
Portage Public Schools, Michigan; Flint Community Schools,
Michigan (evening also); Archdiocese of Detroit (evening only); Wyoming Public Schools, Michigan
(evening also); Union Free School
District # 1 Mamaroneck Avenue
School, New York (evening also);
Vocational Rehabilitation, Department of Education, State of Michigan; Westlake City Schools, OHIO:
Holly Area Schools, Michigan;
Birmingham Public Schools, Michigan;
L'anse
C reuse Public
Schools, Michigan; Detroit Public
Schools (evening only); Elkhart
Community Schools, Indiana (evening only); Anchor Bay School District, Michigan (evening only).
November 20
Archdiocese of Detroit; Detroit
Public Schools; Elkhart Community Schools, Indiana; Anchor Bay
School District of the City of
Pontlac, Michigan; School District
City of Benton Harbor, Michigan;
Grosse Be
Township Schools,
Michigan; Airport Community
Schools, Michigan; Intermediate
School District, County of Macomb,
Michigan; Trenton Public Schools,
Michigan; Starr Commonwealth
School for Boys, Michigan; Jefferson Schools, Michigan.

UA0 spotiw^rs
Interview
schedule
Michigan; Walled Lake Consolidated Schools, Michigan; Copley
Public Schools, Ohio (evening also); Huron Valley Schools, Michigan; Cellna City Schools, Ohio;
School District of the City of
Rosevllle, Michigan; School City
of Gary, Indiana; Washington
Township Schools, Ohio; Van Wert
City Schools, Ohio

BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT
RECRUITING SCHEDULES
November 18
Burroughs Corporation; Aetna
Life & Casualty; Travelers Insurance Company; Campbell Soup
Co; County of Franklin Welfare
Department; Burroughs Corporation-Detroit; Cooper Tire & Rubber Company; Chemical Abstracts
Service.
November 19
Bank of the Commonwealth; Arthur Young & Company; S.S. Kresge
Company; United States Steel Corp.
Michigan Consolidated Gas Company; Armour-Dial, Inc. (formerly
Armour Grocery Products Company).
November 20
Roadway Express, Inc; Roerlg
Dlv. of PFIZER Pharmaceutical
Sales; Carnation Company; Masking* Sells; Detroit Bank & Trust.
November 21
American Institute for Foreign
Trade; Arthur Andersen & COMTrade; Arthur Andersen & Company; Del Monte Corporation; United Air Lines.
November 22
Indiana University; Equitable of
Iowa; PPG Industries.

chess tournament
The Union Activities OrfeWilzatlon (UAO) will present an Jell
campus chess tournament from'
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, In the
Alumni Room of the Union.
Any BG student may participate.
The contestants must bring their
own chess sets.
The type to be played Is five
round Swiss with everyone playing
all five rounds, win, lose, or draw.
A trophy will be awarded for the
best individual player and another
will be given to the best team.
The best team, however, must be
a dormitory or fraternity team.
Team scores will be determined
by adding together the four highest
scores from each team. All participants will be rated according
to their personal ability.

More aboet

Conversion
(Continued from Page 1)
tees are also studying an addition
to McDonald, a French language
house, and a mobile trailer court
to help decrease the housing shortage. Mr. Lepp stated the McDonald proposal was almost definite and would probably begin within a year.

Honorary initiates
70 BG women
This past Sunday saw the initiation of 70 women into Alpha Lambda Delta, a scholastic honorary
here at B.G.S.U., for women who
have maintained a 3.5 average during their freshmean year.
The women had a pledge session
on Sunday, October 27, and made
plans for the initiation at that time.
The officers of this year's chapter are; Becky Cochran, president;
Janis Taylor,
vice-president;
Catherine Harger, Secretary; Jo
Ellen Hlnshaw, treasurer; and
Karen Brewer, historian.
Parents were Invited and over
230 were guests at Sunday's initiation as it was by Invitation only.
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Mackey, of
the Home Economics department,
was Initiated as an honorary member.

UNIVERSITY AUTHOR - Dr. Robert HubacS, professor of English, autographs a copy of his newly publisheu' book, "A Street
Beyond Darkness." The book is being sold in the Union for
$3.50.

Join Some Of Your Alumni
Federal Reserve Bank Of Cleveland
Economists

Graduate Degree

Research Assistants

Undergraduate - Economics
B. A. - Journalism, etc.

Bank Examiners

Undergraduate Degree
Courses: Accounting,
Banking and Finance,
Financial Statement Analysis
Traveling Monday through

Friday
Secretaries

Secretarial Degree
2 - year -- 4 - year

Trainees

Degree: B. A. - A. B. B. S. -- Interested in Banking
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November 21
West Bloomfleld Public Schools,
Michigan;
Monroe Commlnlty
Schools, Michigan; Carman School
District, Michigan (evening also);
Algonac
Community
Schools,
Michigan; Mason
Consolidated
schools, Michigan; Grand Blanc
Community Schools, Michigan (evCommunlty Schools, Michigan (evenlng only); Flint Beecher Public
Schools, Michigan (evening also);
Alpena Public Schools, Michigan
(evening also); Berkley Schools,
Michigan;
Tekonsha
Public
Schools, Michigan (evening also);
Lake Fenton Schools, Michigan
(evening only); Bentley Community Schools, Michigan (evening only); Rlverview Public Schools,
Michigan (evening only); Grosse
Ponte Public Schools, Michigan
(evening only); Marlette Community scnools, Michigan (evening
also); Albion Public Schools, Michigan (evening also); Marysville
Schools, Ohio; Pontlac Schools,
Michigan.

November 22
Grand
Blanc
Community
Schools, Michigan; Lake Fenton
Schools, Michigan; Bentley Community Schools, Michigan; Riverview Public Schools, Michigan;
Grosse Pointe Public Schools,

Special rates offered
by opera association
The Cleveland Opera Association has announced that special
student-group rates are available
for the Cleveland Music Hall performances of the Obernklrchen
Children's Choir on Sunday, Nov.
24 at 3 p.m., and the D'oyly
Carte Opera Company on Thursday
Nov. 28 at 4:30 p.m. (Thanksgiving
Day) and Friday, Nov. 29 at 8:30.
The Obernklrchen Choir is from
Germany, and has also been called
"The Happy Wanderers" and "Angels In Pigtails." Their program
should Interest choral and German
students.
The D'oyly Carte Opera Company is from the Savoy Theatre In
London and is world renowned for
Its colorful Gilbert and Sullivan
productions. The "Mikado" will
be given Thursday afternoon, and
"Iolanthe" on Friday.
The special rates are: 12 to 24
students (teachers and parents may
be Included) 10 per cent discount;
for a group of 25 to 49 a 25 per
cent discount and for 50 or more,
the discount Is 30 per cent off.
The advertisement In this Issue
gives further details. Interested
persons may contact Miss Bernardl at the Cleveland Opera Association at 621-8826 to make arrangements for seating.

WOMEN ONLY
Excellent opportunity for college grads (no specific major required) to enter a Management Training Program, designed
to give experience in marketing research Interviewing, supervisory responsibilities within 3-6 months and opportunity for
further advancement in the future. Relocation In Cincinnati,
Ohio. Extensive travel throughout the U.S. . Representative
will be on campus November 15. Contact the Office of Career
Planning and Placement to schedule Interview.

BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH, INC.

BIG TRIBE NEEDS CHIEFS!
Of for plenty wampum! Powwow and BOO how!
We've got plenty of "Indians" in our camp but now we need many more chiefs.
Why? Because of the K mart explosion we are the fastest growing mass merchandising organization in the world! We aren't bragging but these are facts
you should consider before you make a career decision.
We need ambitious young men for our rapid-advancement Executive Training
Program which can lead to earnings of $30,000 a year or more.
Successful store management opens the door to higher executive positions ... at
higher salaries. Our success accelerates your success. The Kresge Company
sales will soon exceed two billion dollars a year! There are over 950 K mart,
Kresge, and Jupiter stores in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico PLUS
foreign ventures Including K marts in Australia.
Realize security with our liberal life and health Insurance programs, pension
and stock purchase plan, bonus Incentives and vacation policies.
Want to become part of this exciting enterprise?
Sign up at your placement office
for an interview on November 19,
1968, If your schedule does not
permit, then forward your resume
to:

H. C. House, Personnel Manager
S. S. Kresge Company
Central Regional Office
21720 Grand River Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48219

V
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Research project may shed
light on mental retardation
BOWLING GREEN, O.,
A longrange research project designed to
shed some light on the causes of
mental retardation Is underway at
Bowling Green State University.
The project Is directed by Dr.
George Rendlna, a nationally known
neurochemlst who Is a a specialist
In the study of nerve tissue In the
brain and an associate professor of
chemistry at Bowling Green.
Although the brain has long Vseen
the object of extensive research,
Dr. Kendlna Is confining ids Investigations to brain portions which
make up about eight p-Vr cent of the
complex organ. Othssr major brain
components are "water, which Is 78
per cent, an1/' fat, 12 to 15 per
cent.
The neurochemlst's theory Is that
all ^rms of mental retardation can
uJAlmately be explained as some
malfunctioning of protein synthetic
mechanisms In the brain.
"Increasing our knowledge on this
process may give us some reasons
why both animal and humans behave the way they do." he said.
Dr. Rendlna and his colleagues

are conduction their Initial studies
using animal brains. In some/ studies animals will be subjecte/l^b varying experimental condl'jons and then
given a learning *;4sk to perform.
A relative'./ new process, gel
electrophoresls, will be used to Identify, changes In brain proteins linden- both normal and abnormal conditions. Effects of the experimentally Induced changes in relation
to learning performances will then
be evaluated, according to Dr. Rendlna.
It has taken Dr. Kendlna, who
came to the University last fall, a
full year to gather equipment and
set up his laboratory. Estimated
cost of the laboratory and equipment Is $110,000, part of which is
being financed by a $50,000 grant
from the National Institute of Health
and the remainder by the University.
Learning to use the new equipment and preparing specimens for
study have been the major projects
this fall.
Working In the area of mental
(Continued on Page 10)

TEACHING - POSITIONS OPEN
NAPOLEON CITY S SCHOOLS
NAPOLEON, OHIO
8th grade American History - now or December
Physics - Gen. Science - December
Biology - January
Contact John L. Johnson, Asst. Superintendent
Telephone 592-1861

Wm CAN WE GIVE
YOU A UFT?
We can If you're a man of
vision, ability, and determination.
ROADWAY — the leading performer
In the nation's largest industry —
challenges YOU to help us stay that way.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
November 20, 1968
ROADWAY EXPRESS, INC.
An equal opportunity employer.

AIR POLLUTION? No, just BG'* skyline seen

at dusk from McDonald Quadrangle.
(Photo by Tim Culek.)

Policewomen Join force
By JIM MARINO
Staff Writer
Several members of the Campus
Security department now wear
skirts.
They are policewomen Helen M.
M alone, and Judith Bruno.
Both have recently completed
200 hours of law enforcement training and first - aid procedure at
Penta - County Technical College
(state law requires only 120 hours)
and have now been sworn In as regular officers on the force.
Their Instruction, which began in
February and lasted untl 1 early
June, consisted of courses In criminal law, Investigation, search
technique, report writing, and other practical aspects of police work.
Miss Bruno stated they are soon
to receive training In the handling
of firearms, and will carry weapons as a regular part of their
uniform.

WBGU-TV repeats
series on education
Wednesday from 7-7:30 p.m.
WBGU-TV will repeat a series
entitled "Well, What Did You Learn
Today?".
The special series, which will
run through January Is pertaining
to the school systems In Wood
County. A variety of scholastic
areas will be touched upon including math, science, language,
and student activities.
The program also Includes interviews with the students and
presents their viewpoints as well
as the administrations.

Focus On A Teaching Career
in Grand Blanc Community Schools
Grand Blan*., Michigan

The move to have policewomen on
the campus force was the result
of a Joint study into campus police problems by the administration and ranking officers of the
Security force.
In past years, Investigations
which led male officers Into female dorms or sorority houses
has led to some blushing faces
on both sides, officers said.
It is hoped through the use of
skilled policewomen that there will
be a less Inhibited air between a
female student and the police.
Rescue runs, searching a female,
report writing, are some of the
areas which Security Chief Spencer
T. Calcamuggio feels the two policewomen will handle effectively.
Both Officer M alone and Officer
Bruno have been on day assignment since the beginning of the
year, but starting this week one female officer will be assigned to the
night shift. For several hours she
will ride with a veteran male
male officer, and the remainder of
the night will be "on call" from
"Jniverslty headquarters In Williams Hall.
The campus police force this
year has hired full-time female
police dispatchers, eliminating the

previous practice of using student
personnel. All three of their dispatchers are women, but are not
considered policewomen.
"and, please, tell everyone we're
not meter-maids," Officer Malone
said.
So, don't get up-tight when1 you
see a campus police officer in a
skirt. What would you expect from a
policewoman?

fflfflm *'* '

Film for faculty
The members of the semi -:; nar "Teaching in Higher Educatlon" (Educ. 703) invite
I the faculty and graduate as| slstants to attend the showing
I of the film "Semester of DisI content." produced by the National Educ at Ion Television
1 Network. The fUm Is a 40
I minute documentary concernI ing student discontent and recent events at Berkeley,
Princeton, and other unlverslues.
The film will be shown at
7 p.m. today in 115 Educatlon Bldg. There will be
an opportunity to discuss the
film after the showing.

EXCEPTIONAL EARNING OPPORTUNITY
for
Science teachers or science graduates to teach and
travel In a science lecture program of nuclear education presented in secondary schools throughout the
United States.

-Congenial Community

During each full week of travel, science educators
are paid $63 subsistence, $25 premium pay and lodging
cost plus a minimum base salary of $600 monthly.
Vehicle is provided (with credit card).

-Excellent working conditions

Qualifications:

-Good salary aad friago benefits
-Close to metropolitan ceators

Degree in science or science education.
Capable of extensive travel.
Good health and speaking ability.

Employment to begin In December, 1968, January,
1969 or July, 1969.

for graduate study aid recreation
MEET GRAND BLANC REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

For application and further information, write:
Personnel Office
OAK RIDGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES
P. O. Box 117
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
An Equal Opportunity Employer

November 21

November 22

6p.m. - 10p.m.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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tour of tJurope & The Soviet Union.

classifieds

Pam: Good luck to Delta Zeta's
best dressed girl! Little «.
Where were your benchwarners
Alpha Phi's. Sigma Nu Pledges.

(Continued from Page 4)
LOST: Brown Purse In Ed. Bldg.
Please return to 515 Lowry - Reward.
WANTED
Ride Wanted to Ashland, Ohio Friday, Nov. 15. Will share expenses. Call Jan, 140 Chapman
ext. 3104-5.
Help wanted for Delivery work.
Must have own car. Good percentage offered. Kentucky Fried
Chicken 1020 N. Main
B.G.O.
Call Mr. Keyser, 354-8905.
Newlyweds (Grad. Students) Desparately need Apt. near campus
for 2nd quarter. Call 354-6694
before 6:30 p.m.
Typing Wanted: Themes or thesis
25? per page.
Call 354-6158.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Congratulations: To Paul and Janls
on becoming lavallered. Delta U
Pledge Class.

Congratulations, Alpha Chi pledge,
Jusy Graves, on your lavallerlng!
n, Somett
Barrkwards.

Mark - Thanks for your kind remembrance on Dad's weekend Love
& other Indoor sports, Crazy Sue.
At Burger Chef 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
tonight only 2 Big Shefs 79?.

Marcla-You're the greatest Alpha
Gam Big ever. Your little Ruth.

Congrats Connie & her Mahers.

To my favorite 3/4's-"Let's do
something different" Like study for
3.0's?? from the other 1/4.

Kappa Sigma says thanks to Chi
Omega for a great exchange dinner.
The roast owl was deliclous!

How did the water feel Rambler
American, you're next SuperSnake. Snake Pledges.

Judy - To the tuffest big from the
proudest little-Cindy.

"Big" Mary Lo-'you're the best
"Big" a "Little" could have"Raln" or shine? Your KD "LITTLE" Barb
Go Horsebacklng Riding, FALCONS
RANCH. Weekdays $200/hr.
To Big Chris-It's a great day to
celebrate your birthday and the end
of a fun hunt! Love, In XI. Your
Little Janle.
Mr. Jerome Rose wishes Jerry
A. Straus a successful concert

To my "Everlowln" Big Carol,
glad you came north. Your "Everlowln" KD little Mary Ann.
The Blast was a blast!
Kohl—From West.

Thanks

A very happy 20th, Neil...Love
always, Susan.
Patty-Congratulations on making
Pommerettes! Love your Alpha
Chi family-Cindy, Jacque & Kim.

Girls of West.

_

.
TEKE Pledges say "Thanks" to
the Phi Mu's for a swell dinner.
—
—-——
Zeke the TEKE Says: Thank you
Alpha Delta PI for a great Time.
Kohl Is Best—Love, West.
Delts—Your dinner sure fired us
upl The Alpha Gams.
Delta Pledges-Funny what $50 can
do.
Mom-Thanks for opening our door
to success! Baby Owls.
D.G. Pledge Diane: Thanks for
helping-You're great! Chi O
Pledges.

Happiness for Rita & Bill! (engaged) Chi Omega Pledges.
—_-—___.— —_._—Congrats to new plnmates Jill &
Terry; Debbie & Denny. Chi O
Pledges.
Terry & Marjle:
Owls.

Sue:
We 're very proud and
happy you made pommerettes. Chi
O Pledge Sisters.
Congrats on your lavallerlng
Cherly and Elesle.
Kappa Delta Big-Cheryl—Your the
greatest. Thanks for the Pizza.
"Little Sis" Ann.

Congrats
On Your Pinning
Barb and Darb
The PDPi's

Guys from Kohl—Thanks for the
good time. Let's do It again.—

Congrats to our New "Golden
Foam", Barb Darby—The PDPl's
Kit-Good Luck In the Best Dressed
Girl Contest
Alpha Delta PI.

^tTOWARETHESJVOry-,

Jerry-I guess It's just-you and meJerry and Twin-That's all. That's
enough. Love and Kisses-Twin.
Sandl - You're a great captain!!
Thanks-We loves yal! The Celler
Dwellers.
Huggy Bear Is SO plnned-I can
prove It. Phi Alpha.

PUT YOU
'^UtTHEACT/oyy/c

Congratulations Patty Shipman and
Sue Lang, our brand new Pommerettes! Your Alpha Chi Pledge
Sisters.

Join the winter-long
weekend movement to the slopes. Spend
your days schussing down the powdery stuff. Your evenings
in sing-alongs. Or dance-alongs to the beat of a discotheque. Many areas offer
bargain package rates including lodging, meals, lifts, lessons and rental equipment.
Over 80 ski areas to choose from. All easy to get to by car, bus or plane.
Send for your free Michigan Ski Map and plan your Ski Weekends now.

Nina-Welcome to the family. Alpha
Delt love-Your Big.

More about

SCI

(Continued from Page 1)
ment of the students. But what
does the world "Involvement"
mean? According to Baker, "We
want the students to be active In
the educational, athletic, as well
as the social climate.
If the
student takes an interest in all
of the happenings of the university, it promotes a better University atmosphere for all."
Students for Campus Involvement Is looking for interested
people. "Our organization is open
to any student at Bowling Green
who is Interested with his education and his university. We
hope to reach all of the students
within a short period of time."

$250 given
for transplant
Last week WO HO, a Toledo radio
station, made a plea to the people
to send them donations for Linda
Wallard, a girl badly In need of a
kidney transplant that will cost
$20,000.
Four residents of Rodger s Quadrangle Henry Augustine, BobOstop, Tal Hutchlns and Randy Lindsay heard this plea and decided to
try to do something about it. "The
announcement really made us want
to do something and we thought It
would be a good Idea to try a doorto-door collection.
"We got approval from Rodgers
program director and had some
circulars posted as to the time
and purpose of the collection,"
Augustine said.
"Altogether about $250 was donated. I was really proud of the
response we received by people
wanting to help and by all the money
that was donated. I hope all of
the residence halls will take a similar step to try to help Linda
raise the money for the operation,''
he added.
All of the money donated will be
sent to WOHO radio station.

MICHIGAN

Michigan Tourist Council • Room 480, Stevens T. Mason Bldg. • Lansing, Mich. 48926
Please rush my free Michigan Ski Map.
NAME

Thanks Little

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
4 HO 1(18 I9«
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And you can dance to the music they're playing'

Fans storm Martha Reeves
By LEE STEPHENSON
Issue Editor
Fans sang, danced, clapped and
screamed Saturday night to the
music of Martha Reeves and the
Vandellas In a display of excited
appreciation.
By the time the final song of
the night came people surrounded
the stage, dancing or just trying to
get closer to the Vandellas. Several
Jumped on the stage to dance and,
as Martha put It, "We loved It"
The sound system was weak,
the show started 35 minutes late
and the lighting was terrible, but
no one seemed to care as the Vandellas and their three-piece band

cranked out one song after another
In true showmanship form.
Martha was a true professional.
She overcame the lack of amplification and dln't miss a note.
They performed Interpretations
of a variety of popular songs Including "Call me," "Look of
Love," "People Got To Be Free"
and a striking version of "Light
My Fire," not to mention their past
hits; "Honey Child," "Jlmmu
Mack," "I can't Dance" and "Heat
Wave" were all well received. The
final number, "Dancing In the
Streets," brought people all over
the auditorium to their feet.
The Vandellas arrived late from
North Carolina where they per-

To the Greatest
HOCKEY TEAM:
Best of Luck for a
WINNING SEASON

formed Friday night. The local
Primary Colors extended their
Introductory portion of the show
to give Martha and her crew time
to change clothes.
Ironically, the people on the floor
with the cheapest and most uncomfortable seats had the best spot for
the sound. It was so muffled by
the time It got up to the three
dollar reserved seats that of ten the
songs were hard to distinguish,
third member of the Vandellas,
Martha, her sister Lois and the
Sandra
Tlllle, were obviously
pleased by the enthusiasm. "We
can't really give It all we have
unless the audience bows too,"
Martha said, "and It makes a big
difference."
Martha went to Motown records
seven years ago to unveil her talents but Instead of receiving a
contract she got a desk and a
secretary Job for eight months.
An agent finally recognized her
talent, she started singing backup
for other artists and finally organized Martha Reeves and the Vandellas.

"By the way," she said, "the
name was almost Martha Reeves
and the Tillies. That's what our
agent came up with but we didn't
like It. One day he gave us 15
minutes to find something better
so we used the Vandellas.
"Right now, I'm hung up on astrology," Martha said. She discovered that a reporter for the
Key was born under the same sign
as herself and gave him a big hug.
Asked about her Impression of
the Primary Colors, Martha said,
"I loved 'em and they can play
anyplace they want to."
She added that she hoped they
would all finish school. "That's
the only thing I missed out of life,
college."
On the question of the Suprernes,
Martha expressed what she feels
are definite differences between
Diana Ross and herself.
"I think we do a different thing
altogether. I can't do some of the
things she does and she can't do
some of mine."
Commenting on the trend of soul
listeners
to boy progressive
music, Martha said, "I think It's

fine. Each person has their own
thing. The world should listen to
Jlml Hendrlx. I like the Fudge
too and their Keep Me Hangln'
On."
Asked If the Vandellas music
has changed any since Its conception six years ago Martha said.
"No, and I'm not going to let It.
I've got my own sound and I
want to keep It"
Martha raved about the college
audience. "That's where we should
always be. The clubs are fine but
they just don't have the enthusiasm
of the college concert"
The surprising thing about the
evening was the crowd. Russ
Haber, the manager of the event
for the sponsoring Zeta Beta Tau
fraternity, estimated the crowd
at 2200, far short of capacity for
Anderson Arena.
From here the Vandellas will
go to New York, where they will
appear at the Apollo for Thanksgiving and the Copa Cabana for
Christmas.
As for the ZBT's, Martha said,
"Hey those guys really know how
to put on a show. I love 'em."

We're with you all the way!

Your Cheerleaders

TEKE PLEDGES
SAY:

OUR
ACTIVES
ARE TOPS!
FALL BIBLE
CONFERENCE
WITH DR. REGINALD
MATTHEWS

NOVEMBER 10-13
7:30 - Nightly
SPECIAL MUSIC EACH NIGHT
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
E. Oak St.
Bowling Green, 0.
Rev. Bruce N. Stewart, Pastor
K interested in attending and need a ride phone 353-4074. after 5

We've got great pledges
in our ranks
So we want to express
our thanks.

The
Delta Zeta
Actives

Whirled of Wax
By LEfc STEPHENSON
"SteppenWolf the Second"
- - - Steppenwolf
A solid sound and an obvious
Improvement over the group's first
album describe "the second" by
Steppenwolf.
The group Is Impressive pri-

marily
from an instrumental
standpoint. Their balance Is excellent and their sound solid. The
lead vocal on most of the tracks
Is well handled but the backup
falls short
The most distinguishing factor

Why Do
You Read
So Slowly?\
A noted publisher In Chicago
reports there Is a simple technique of rapid reading which
should enable you to Increase
your reading speed and yet retain much more. Most people
do not realize how much they
could Increase their pleasure,
success and income by reading
faster and more accurately.
According to this publisher,
many people, regardless of
their present reading skill,
can use this simple techlnlque
to Improve their reading ability to a remarkable degree.
Whether reading stories,
books, technical matter, it becomes possible to read sentences at a glance and entire
pages in seconds with this
method.
To acquaint the readers of
this newspaper with the easyto-follow rules for developing
rapid reading skill, the company has printed full details
of its Interesting self-training
method in a new booklet, "How
to Read Faster and Retain
More," mailed free. No obligation.
Send your name,
address, and zip code to:
Reading, 835 Dlversey, Dept.
174-01N, Chicago, 60614. A
postcard will do.

about the group, considering Its
progressive format, Is the predominance of the organ. This, along
with a solid bass, adds a unlgqne
hard rock element
Outstanding songs include
"Tighten Up Your Wig" and "None
of Your Doing" on side one and
"Magic Carpet Ride" and " Resurrection" on side two. "MagicCarpet Ride" Is curently the number
12 single In the nation after five
weeks on the charts.
The lyrics on the album do
not have much to offer. You will
have to appreciate the album lnstrumentally to like It
Another downfall on the disc Is
a track called "Spiritual Fantasy" on side two which to me Is
a stringed nothing.
The album Is number 15 nationally this week after five weeks
on the charts.
"Sailor" ■ - - Steve Miller Band

So what?.... That's the feeling
I get after sitting through "Sailor." And It didn't improve the
second or third or fourth time.
For some reason the Steve Miller Band has been said to be "one

Sig Eps The yolk's on us!
Maybe the next time
we won't run out of eggs!

Thanks
Alpha Chi Pledges

of the ones to watch" but they
missed the boat completely, for
my money In this one.
The vocal Is bad, arrangements
are at best dull, and only in one
or two spots on the album do any
of the musicians display any Inkling of talent.
Two tracks on the disc, "My
Friend," on side one and "Dime
A Dance Romance," on side two,
In my opinion are worth Ustenlng to. But even these pull apart
at one point or another. I get the
feeling that either the songs were
never rehearsed or the musicians
Just don't liave It
If the lyrics have anything at all
to day I fall to see it I'm not
saying the album Is really bad but
It sure isn't good.
Both records are available at
the Union Book Store for $3.77.

In Other Events
"Hey Jude," toe Beatles most
recent 45 rpm release which Is
currently the number one single
In the U.S., last week was among
the top 10 In 14 countries around
the world and was the top seller
in seven of those.
"Cheap Thrills," by Big Brother and the Holding Company, is
the number one LP In the U.S. for
the third straight week after 10
weeks on the charts.
Locally, The Escapades, from
Lima will appear Wednesday and
Thursday nights and the Pride and
Joy, from Sandusky, will be on hand
Friday and Saturday nights at the
Canterbury Inn. The Modern Men,
of Toledo, will appear at the Griffin
Wednesday through Saturday and
the Proverbial Fig Leaves, of Dayton, are booked at the Snack for
Friday and Saturday night

More about

retardation

(Continued from Page 8)
retardation the past four years, Dr.
Rendlna directed the isotope laboratory at the Central Wisconsin Colony and Training School In Madison before coming to Bowling Green.
He also served as an Instructor at
Johns Hopkins Medical School and the
University of Kansas.
Two chemistry graduate students,
Luke Bartolomo of Flndlay and Terry
Ursetta of Farrell, Pa., are assisting
in the reaearch.
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Sports roundup Soccer squad rallies for 2-2 tie,

when! cai holds AP lead ™d winning season 5-4-1, at OU
The Trojans of Southern California were runaway winners over
Ohio State Monday In the Associated Press' weekly college football
poll after their most Impressive showing In four games.
Steve Sogge's passing and the running of O.J. Simpson sparked
Southern Cal to an easy 35-17 triumph over California and earned
the defending national champions 32 first-place votes and 908 points
on the 46 ballots cast by sports wlrters and broadcasters across
the nation.
Ohio State, which trailed by only 13 points last week, received
14 first-place votes, same as a week ago, and 864 points after
crushing Wisconsin 43-8. Southern Cal had 19 first-place votes last
week.
Perm State, with a 7-0 record like the top two teams, moved up
from fourth to third in the wake of a 22-7 thumping of Miami, Fla.
The Nlttany Lions picked up the other first-place vote.
Kansas, dropped from the unbeaten ranks 27-33 by Oklahoma,
fell from third to seventh place.
Ohio University, one of six major unbeaten-untied teams, lost
one place to 17th after barely nipping Bowling Green 28-27.

Ashe clinches US tennis win
SAN JUAN, P.R. AP - Arthur Ashe led the United States into the
Davis Cup challenge round for the first time since 1964 when he defeated India's Ramanthan Krlshnam Monday and clinched the Inter zone
finals. Ashe, a 25-year-old Army lieutenant from Richmond, Va., and
the first male Negro ever to win a major tennis title, brushed past the
experienced Indian 6-1,6-3,6-3. The victory for Ashe assured the United
States of victory in the best-of-5 competition. It gave the U.S. a 3-1
edge and reduced the final match to little more than an exhibition.
Clark Graebner of New York won the last match after three hours
and 20 minutes, defeating Premjlt Lall 9-11, 9-7, 7-5, 6-4. The United
States will take Its challenge to Australia, the defending champion,
in December. Australia, winner of the cup in 11 of the last 13 years, lost it
to the Americans In 1963 but won it back the following year.

Falcon harriers 5th
in MAC cross country
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Spurts Editor .
Sid Sink was all smiles even
while Ironing his shirts Sunday
afternoon.
The Bowling Green
sophomore had reached another
peak in his brief running career
Saturday morning by winning the
six - mile M AC cross country
championship race at Oxford with
a time of 30:31.5.
As expected, the Falcons placed
fifth in the team competition with
119 points, but Western Michigan
took the tide from defending champion Miami by a 50-52 scores.
Following the host squad were
Ohio University (83), Kent State
(86), BG, Toledo (147), and Marshall(162).
In addition to his first place
finish on the Western College campus 'Saturday, Sink had already
taken Individual honors In three
triangular meets and also the AllOhio Championships. Sid, Inquest
of an All-American nomination
and a personal triumph over Pittsburgh's Jerry Rlchey In the NCAA
Championships, bettered the highest previous BG finish in the conference meet, which was 7th set
In 1957 and 1959.
Falcon captain and senior, Paul
Talklngton, was leading the pack
for most of the first half of the
race, but was outklcked by his
teammate and Kent State's Art
Coolldge at the end. Paul's third
place finish also ranked him above
any past Bowling Green representative in the Mld-Am meet.
Kent State's Ed Norrls, who
tied teammate Sam Balr for first
place last year, faded to fifth
behind Miami's Dave Raid, after
setting the early pace with Talklngton, Coolldge and Sink. The
times of the first four runnerups
to Sink were: Coolldge, 30:37;
Talklngton, 30:58; Held, 30:58; and
Norrls, 31:08.
Nine of the next ten places were
held by either Western Michigan or
Miami.
The Bronco quintet of
John Bennett (6th), Ken Coates

(8th), Paul Olmstead (10th), John
Schrader (11th), and Dennis Burns
(15th) nipped by Just two points
the Redskin five, which took 4th,
9th, 12th, 13th and 14th. The
margin of victory was only six
points In Miami's favor last fall.

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Bowling Green booters traveled
to Athens, Ohio with only one thing
on their minds, victory and the
mythical MAC title.
A time after the contest had ended and both squads were headed
back to their lockerooms, It dawned
on those same booters that the
2-2 tie they had just earned still
left them at the top of the heap.
With a 3-0-1 ledger the Falcons
carry home the Mid-American
honors,
the Bobcats and the
Flashes anchoring the runner-up
spot with 2-1-1 records.
The win also enabled the Falcons to preserve their first wining season ever, 5-4-1. The previous high record had been a 3-6-1
product two seasons ago. It was
only last season that these same
two squads met with similar records and emerged deadlocked, and
In turn occupied the cellar of the
Ohio Colleglae Soccer Association.
This years split came between agaln equal squads and left both
teams suspended around 10th In the
standings.
For the Falcons the fruit was
even sweeter, as early season predictions called for the Birds to
finish last In the OCSA. Bowling
Green made this their third overtime battle, but the first not to be
decided. The Falcons copped their
clashes with Miami and Heidelberg
In extra periods.
Playing on a soggy, sandy field
both teams put through goals
that would have been stopped un.'•»r different conditions.
The Bobcats sped to the early
lead with eight minutes gone In the
initial period, and they continued
on top despite the tremendous
pressure applied by the Falcons.
"The first quarter we dominated
play, despite the OU goal," said
Mickey Cochrane.
The head coach in turn offered
the second stanza to the Bobcats.

"It was all there's, even tough we
finally scored to even It up." The
Falcons at the 1:45 mark of the second period knotted the score for the
first time.
It was Ohio's period though as
they poured through their second
goal at the 9:58 mark for a 2-1
halftlme lead.
Now this situation Is nothing new
for the Falcons and after a scoreless third period they again knotted
up the score at the 11:56 mark.
Fred Welsmann and Tom Aslmou
scored the Falcon goals, with Jim
Brewer assisting on the former's
tally.
The Bobcats took a narrow margin in shooting 24-21, as the Falcons were still waiting too long
and carrying the ball too deep on
occasions. "We had a tough time
moving across the field, " said
Cochrane, "Too often we would
kick to the first open man."
Cochrane
also praised the
efforts of goalie Gary Kovacs who
made 19 stops in the game to 16 for
the OU goalie. "It was by far Gary's
best day," said Cochrane.
Kovacs made three stops on
shots that Cochrane said were
sure goals. "When I saw them coming I was Just sure that they
were gone." Kovacs made a stop
in the overtime period on the talented Ozdln. The OU booter was

one-on-one and boomed a shot
while only 15 yards from the goal.
Kovacs ran out and caught the
driller in the chest.
"We had a good approach to
the game,"he added.

BG water polo
team crushes
Oakland 71-3
The Bowling Green water polo
club gained its second win In as
many starts by defeating Oakland
University 11-3.
The offensive
punch was again provided by Wayne
ROM with five goals, Sandy Kennedy and Mike Schoenhals added
three goals each.
Anchoring a solid defensive effort for the Falcons were Tom
Panner, Tom Carton, Bill Zeeb,
Tom Williams, Frank Mutz, Tom
Nienhuls, Tom Curran and Tim
Young.
The Falcons reserves also won,
10-5 with Dick Hubbard netting
. four goals and Bruce Dyak getting
three.
This Friday at 7 p.m. in the
BGSU natatorlum the Falcons will
host Ohio State. Earlier this season the Falcons upset the Bucks
8-3.

S. M. 0. C.
(Small Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS1

©

LOU LoRICHE, INC.

9*0 Plaza at Route 224 East
Findlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES* SERVICE , MONDAY
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P>.
(opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)

Jean-Claude Killy talks shop.
Chevrolet Sports Shop
(Freely translated from the French) "I am a man who drives
for sport... for fun, you know? This is why I am telling you
about the brave new Chevrolet and its Sports Shop.
"Only in the Chevrolet Sports Shop do you find cars
like the Camaro Z/28. Ah, the Z/28. Camaro with
302 V8, more muscular suspension and Hurst
shifter. Only Z/28 offers 4-wheel disc brakes
like Corvette, also in the Sports Shop.
"You will find, too, the Camaro SS,
Chevelle SS 396, Nova SS and the big
Impala SS 427.
"The Sports Shop. Part of the
Sports Department at your
Chevrolet dealer's.
"But of course."
Putting you first.keeps us first.

Rugby meeting
There will be an Important
rugby club meeting Tuesday
night, November at 6:30 In
Memorial Hall. All members
wishing to order Rugby Jackets "must" be present, cost
of the Jackets will be approximately $15 and payment must
be made at the meeting.

Jean-Claude Killy, winner of three gold
medals in the 1968 Winter Olympics.

'69 Camaro Z/28

See the Super Sports at your Chevrolet dealer's Sports Department now.

%
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Agony aid ecstasy

Dejection, misery... OU 28-BG 27

D.ni*. Guy live* each play

*>
Another yard please

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Many scores will flash and fade
on the huge scoreboard at Perry
Field, but few will be as hard
to forget as the 28-27 clincher on
Saturday.
From the brink of unimaginable
glory to the depths of dismay and
dejection In a short brief spell
of 29 seconds.
For 56 minutes the Falcons had
dominated game play, countered all
odds, and Jeopardized the nation's
16th ranked team and their unblemished record. It was here at the
3:50 mark that a 27-14 bulge dlssapated Into a 28-27 haunting reminder of what should have been.
To the one side of the coin fell
the breaks, and they mounted from
the second play of the game when
safety Rick Perrln was Injured on
a Jarring tackle. P.J. Nyltray was
next trying to sweep end, and he
finished the game In the hospital.
They fell again and the Cats
moved 74 yards on two penalties
for one touchdown In the second
quarter and 18 yards late In the1
final quarter for another. The ensuing onslde kick was no break,
Just a harsh simple mental error.
But the 48 yard gallop by the agile
Cleve Bryant goes up In the plus
side for OU breaks. Having just
avoided a strong rush and with
receivers covered, It appeared he
would bite the tuff after a short
gain.
As If guarded by Saints
though he sped goal - ward, from
heel to hero.
"Somebody up there was looking
out for us," whispered Bobcat
coach Bill Hess. His tone wasn't
Joyful, yet almost apologetic, when
facing the reporters following the
game.
"You gotta be proud of em,
Don," said Hess to a stunned
coach Nehlen, "they did a helluva
Job out there."
And then the choppy conversation
shifted to the first year tutor.
"It's a real crying shame, our
kids played great. They hustled
their butts off, It's hard to believe

driving goal-ward on their next
we lost."
"Our kids sold out,...they are series. Nyltray started the drive
hitting Zlmpfer for 16 yards and
really down."
If they sold out, It was whole- he finished the drive with Bob
sale.
Run down the bench and for the score and the lead.
A controversial missed two point
count the timely Individual and team
efforts that kept the Bobcat power conversion loomed In the backs of
machine looking at a scoreboard. many minds, as P. J.'spass
Even an early 7-0 lead with 4:46 skimmed high over Zlmpfer's
remaining In the first period failed hands. The Idea was grand and
lo douse the fire kindled under Nehlen felt confident that it would
the Falcons. A short drive and work. "I was sure we would make
a 58 yard pass completion from It, I never doubted that for a moBryant to Bill Patakl should have ment," said Nehlen. A physical
been enough to set the Cats moving. error, something you can't plan on
and It failed.
With Nyltray at the helm though
That missed point came back to
the Falcons countered Immediately haunt BG when the Cats moved
sustaining a drive 57 yards on
74 yards on penalties, and scored
eight plays. P.J. polished off the for a 14-13 lead. That margin fell
first score with an aerial to Jim
unnoticed again when V e r n WireHodaklevlc. Then the Incredible man found Eddie Jones In the end
began to happen the Falcons were zone for another Falcon lead 20-

STATISTICS

LITTLE EXTRA - Fred Mathews dives for extra yardage.

Unwhipped spirit
until the end
Not a penalty

1
_ "
-.
It can't be too late. (Photo by
Larry Nighswander)

By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
"To play the game out as the
game may break
Through scar and stain and
dreams that go astray,
Through fog and mist—with only
this at stake—
An unwhipped spirit through the
final play."
C rant land Rice
The game had ended and the
shouting had died down.
At the south end of the field, a
few Ohio University fans were
still trying to tear down the goal
posts, the uprights, where only
minutes before a pigskin had sailed over, giving the OU Bobcats
a MAC title, along with an 8-0
log.
Meanwhile a dejected and visibly
upset Falcon coach, Don Nehlen,
was reminiscing over the shocking
28-27 defeat handed his charges.
"Our offense probably played
as well as they could play. Overall this was our best game. It's
hard for me to believe we lost,"
he added. "Our kids really played
great and they're really down."
The Bobcats came to town Saturday, and they seemed to be
wearing hats three sizes too small
for their heads. Their undefeated
and untied record, along with a
ranking of 16th In the nation, made
most people believe that they would
be carrying too much pigskin for
Bowling Green to grab on to.
The Cats gazed at BG as Just
another mouse, the final one to a
perfect conference season. After
all, they had already bumped Toledo and Miami, two teams that
were felt by many to be superior
to the Falcons. Miami, who had
handled the Falcons with ease,
31-7, the week before, was demolished by the explosive Ohio

14.
Vern replacing the Injured
Nyltray finished the game with 11
of 16, his predessor hitting on
12 of 20.
It was Wlreman that engineered
the next drive that sent the Falcons on top 27-14 with 14:08 In
the final quarter.
Who would have believed that it
wasn't enough to cover the shocking
events of the last four minutes.
Fans were already leaving, chilled
thoroughly by the 35 degree blasts
that whipped Perry Field.
You never give up if you're a
good team, Bill Hess didn't but
he was getting mighty worried.
The Bobcats apparently never gave
up either. "When you're down
by two touchdowns all you can do
is hang in there and keep your
cool." The pride of our men kept
them going, they kept chopping
away," he said.
What better man to have at the
helm when you're In trouble than
Cleve Bryant.
He will go many a day before
he has a rougher start than he
did against the Falcons. But you
have to count your blessings and
fear the one time he clicks. Jerry
Machovlna, Larry Kelley, Dave Polak, and Bob Maltarlch each
grabbed one of Bryant's errant
tosses, raising to five a total
Bryant had held down through seven
previous clashes.
All this forgotten Bryant did what
the entire OU team had been unable to all day, and that was kill
the Falcon momentum. " Cleve's
run was a fine human effort," said
Bill Hess. A fine Individual effort
that broke a team's back.

attack, 24-7.
OU's Bobcats came Into the contest averaging a whopping 35.4
points per game. They were first
In the MAC in total offense, first
In rushing offense, second In rushing defense, and perhaps more important, they had the elusive Cleve
Bryant to throw and run the ball.
But BG wasn't trembling, these
statistics were Just a theory; they
hadn't been proven to the Falcons.
Although they came out on the
short end of the scoreboard, BG
gave a courageous performance,
but still, the shame of It all is
that it Just wasn't enough.
The contact was brutal with OU
being outplayed for three and onehalf quarters. One might wonder
why the Falcons played so well.
They weren't undefeated, they were
out of the conference picture, and
there was no bowl bid resting in
their laps.
The answer is pride. Bowling
Green wanted to prove that OU
couldn't shove them off the playing field, and they wanted to repay
the fans, those rooters who formed
a gauntlet across the field, carrying no weapons, only cheers.
It was a costly contest, P.J.
Nyltray suffered a concussion;
Rich Perrln, a shoulder separation
But, there was a bright spot in
seeing sophomore Vern Wlreman
come off the bench to lead the
Falcons admirably, In much the
same fashion of Nyltray himself,
when he skippered BG to an upset
17-14 triumph over Miami two
years ago.
A loss is a loss, but one can't
help but have a feeling of pride
over the performance of the team.
They played their hearts out,
"through fog and mist—with only
this at stake—an unwhipped spirit, through the final play."

3G OU
Yards gained rushing 120 207
Yards gained passing 227 185
Net Yards gained
347 392
Passes attempted
36 23
completed
23 12
had intercepted
1
4
FINAL MAC STANDINGS
W
L
*Ohio University
0
6
1
5
Miami University
Bowling Green
2
3
2
Toledo University 3
4
2
Western Michigan
5
1
Kent State
Marshall University 0
6

T
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

-

'Ohio University is the first
team to cop the MAC title outright since the 1964 campaign.
ALL ALONE - Den N.hl.n

NOT RUSHING - Could it be Falcon Bob Zlmpfer it back to his
rushing antics. In each of BG's last two games Bob has taken
a pitch for an end sweep and a first down. (Photo by Gregg Daniels)

